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Five-Year Planning
Requested by BEF
For Disbursem.ents
Manuel Franco

As required by the New Mexico
Board of Educational Finance,
each of the state's post-secondar.;v
educational institutions have drawn
up a five-.vear plan showing the
schools' plans in various areas.
This is the first in a series of
articles about the UniversitY of New
Mexico's
"Five-vear Level
Facilities Master Pia~." This article
will concentrate 011 how the jiveyear plan was developed and what it
may mea11 to UNM. Future articles
will concentrate on different
sections of the jive-year plan such
as capital out/ayprojects, historical
preservation,
transportation/parkillg and access for
the handicapped.
The
1981
New
Mexico
Legislature asked the Board of
Educational Finance to produce a
"Plan
for
Postsecondary
Education" for the state's
educational institutions. The BEF
then asked the institutions to draw
up individual five-yearplans·to help
the BEF produce its state-wide
plan.
"Most institutions knew what
was wanted and started immediately," says University
Architect Van Dom Hooker, whose
office had much to do with
developing UNM's plan.
While a great deal of the information for the five-year plan,
especially the architectual information, came from his office,
Hooker says, most of the
"statistical background" came
from Richard Cady, director of
institutional
research,
the
university's "super statistician."
The deans of each college
provided information for the plan
. on their needs, Hooker says, alld
UNM Provost McAllister Hull
"was very helpful in providing
support."
"We had to do it (the plan) in a
very compressed time frame,"
Hooker says. "It was done in onefourth the time the Warnecke Plan
(UNM's "General Development

Plan," which was released in 1960
after almost two years of work) wa.s
done." He says this meant that a lot
of work had to be done during the
summer.
All the educational institutions
"had to have the plans in by Sept.
111 because the BEF wants to have
the statewide post-secondary
educational plan in Gcv .. .Bruce
King's hands by early December so
he can prepare ii for the 1982 State
Legislature, Hooker says.
In conjunction with development
of the five-year plans, the BEF's
Facilities Committee has visited all
the campuses in the state to look at
and hear presentations on each
school's needs, Hooker says. He
says the committee will present a
report on these needs to the BEF
later this month.
The BEF will then make its
funding recommendations to the
Legislative Finance Committee,
who will then make recommendations
to
the
State
Legislature.
The university's present five-year
plan will be updated each June I,
but work on updating it is not
started until the State Legislature
acts on the capital outlay requests,
Hooker says.
Each update will allow UNM to
"be specific on capital outlays for
the next year ... and more general
for the ne"t four years," Hooker
says. 'iSo if a project is funded (by
the Legislature) it will be taken off
the list for next year."
The capital outlay projects UNM
will ask for in the next legislative
session include $8.36 million for the
expansion of Johnson Gym, $6.44
million to renovate Mesa Vista Hall
into a Student Services Building
and $5.03 million to expand the
Anderson
School
of
Management/Social
Sciences
Building.
That is a total of $19.83 million
in capital outlay requests.
But UNM's five-year plan is
more than a wish list of capital
outlay projects.
"We went beyond the BEF's
continued em page 5

The pumpkin in the foreground (one of the entries in the Pumpkin Carving Contest) gives Melissa
Moore a chuckle Friday when her friend, Sidney Mallard (leh) suggested it looked like some3ne they
knew.

Extreinists To Present Their View-s
To UNM on Environmental Issues
Manuel Franco

~

When an environmental group
advocates wilderness designation
for the moon, it may be fair to call
them extreme.
"They're the extreme of the
extreme," says UNM Public
Administration Professor Michael
Hamilton about the environmental
group Earth First!, whom he has
persuaded to appear at UNM Nov.

9.
Speeches, songs and films
defending the wilderness and environment will be the order of the
day when Earth First! brings their
toad show to Woodward Hall,
room 149, starting at 6:30p.m.
Speakers include Colorado poet
Artful Goodtimes and co-founder
Dave Foreman, a resident of Rio
Rancho. Johnny Sagebrush will be
featured
singing his antidevelopment, pro-wilderness songs.
Hamilton says the group's extreme views are "intentional; it's

part of a calculated strategy."
The 1000 member group sees the
more moderate environmental
groups such as the Sierra Club, the
Audubon Society and the National
Wilderness Society as too com·
promising and "soft," Hamilton
says. .Earth First! is "not really
hostile" to these othet groups, he
says, but Earth First! feels the other
l!roups are "not doing enough."
But part of the reason the group
takes a hard-line stand is to make
the other groups appear more
acceptable to the American public,
Hamilton says.
As if to live up to their image as
environmental radicals with their
tongues firmly in their cheeks, the
Earth First! platform advocates
forming a wilderness preserve from
the "entire island of Hawaii (or a
more suitable island}" and ad·
vocates "wilderness designation for
the moon•• which they say has
already suffered damage from such

Problem Eating Caused by 'Paradox of Control'
Modern Western society is one
that puts a high value on physical
beauty. Partly as a result of this,
many people work hard to keep
slim and trim.
Some become obsessed with it.
Local psychologist Dr. Lawrence
Goodlive says some people who are
trying to lose weight or stay thin
may start binge eating and then
either fast for two or three days or
self-induce vomiting.
About 95 percent of die people
with this particular problem are
women, Good live says, and most of
them are in their late teens or early
20's.
This prbblem with binge eating is
''often a paradbx of control;"
Goodlive says, "They. feel out of
control, but at the same time, it
(binge eating) is a way o'f con·
trolling other feelings such as
anxiety, depression or tension.''

Binge eaters have a ''feeling of
loss of control and hopelessness
and they feel guilty because they
don't know it's very common,"
Goodlive says.
Poor eating habits are often a
cause of the problem, Goodlive
says. ''People with eating problems
have very irregular eating habits
and set themselves up to go
bVerboard," he says.
All problems With eating, in·
eluding . anorexia, where young
people literately starve themselves
to death, and being overweight, are
increasing in this country, Goodlive
says.
Goodlive says, "We have an
additive society. We're extreme ill
all things. 1 suspect it (additive
behavior) is related to the amount
of sbcial change and stress."
"Change in and of Itself is
stressful, even if it's desirable/'

Goodlive
says,
"Repetitive
behavior is one way to handle it."
"Also, l think the food industry
promotes eating problems. F'ast
foods is one of the fastest growing
industries in the country,"
Goodlive says. "And fast foods
tend to be high in fat, salt and
sugar, which people tend to get
addicted to.''
The food industry has promoted
food as "a major form of
recreation," Good live says, "and·
the foods that are pushed are bad
for you."
Goodlive, who teaches part-time
in UNM's Elementary Education
Department, says what he does to
help people with this problem is
promote a combination of
nutrition, education, exercise and
"awareness training," which in·
volves finding the psychological

and emotional reasons behind the
problem.
iiAimost all behavior patterns
have a payoff, serve some func·
tion, 1' Goodlive says. i 1So we must
identify what positive function
eating serves and try tO find other
ways to handle it."
''For instance, people may have
fears of being thin ••. if they have
been overweight all their lives,"
Goodlive says.
Women may be overweight as a
way of subconsciously ''saying no
to men'' and thelr sexual advances,
Goodlive says. Women may also
see being overweight as a way ."to
be taken seriously; for what they
can do," he says, "not to be taken
on sexual grounds."
The "real central factor" in
many of these cases "is the fear to
express anger directly,'' Goodlive
continued on page 5

"off-road vehicles" as the moon
rover.
"It's a good-natured kind of
movement, not the bomb throwing
kind," Hamilton says, "but they're
dead serious with their demands.''
"Part of the purpose of the
nationwide tour," Hamilton says,
"is to promote the existence of the
group and its ideas, and to recruit
members.''
Earth Firstl's hard line includes
not just protecting the wilderness
but "recreating the wilderness,"
which includes closing roads,
removing developments and
reintroducing endangered wildlife
to wilderness areas, Hamilton says.
The Earth First! platform includes a list of preserves the group
advocates starting across the
country. Reserves in New Mexico
that the group proposes includes:
The Chihuahuan Desert
Preserve - to be created by expanding the Big Bend National
Park into a three million acre
wilderness along the Rio Grande.
- The Guadalupe Escarpment
Preserve - to be created with one
million acres of limestone canyons
and caves in southeast New Mexico
and Texas.
- The Gila/Blue Range Preserve
- to he created with four millibn
acres in New Mexico ."lnd Aritona
including the Gila Wilderness, the
Black Range and Blue Primitive
Areas.
- The Sierra Madre Preserve- to
be created with two million acres in
southeast Arizona and southwest
New Mexico.
Earth First! also believes in being
more active in fighting for the
environment. In March of this year,
the group unrolled a 300-foot-long
black. plastic strip down the side of
the Glen Canyon Dam in Colorado
to symbolize a crack and dramatize
their stand that the dam be
dismantled.
In the Southwest "it seems their
(Earth Firstl's) number one priority
is to dismantle the Glen Canyon
continued on page 3
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A Career In Law
Denver Paralegal Institute
Will be on campus Nov. 11th
Contact your placement office
now for an interview
• Approved By The American Bar Asoc.
• Financial and Placement Available

Denver Paralegal Institute
call collect 303·623·0237
110815th St. Denver Co. 80202
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Begin Wants Peace Plan Rejected
JERUSALEM- Prime Minister
Menachem Begin Sunday called on
the Reagan administration to reject
S11udi Arabi11's eight-point peace
pl11n, warning its adoption would
be a "great obstacle" to the Camp
David process.
In an interview with ABC's
Issues and Answers, Begin said
Saudi Crown Prince Fahd's peace
proposal issued in August was "in
fact, a plan how to liquidate Israel
in stages.
"Allow me to appeal to the
president and the cabinet of the
United States to make their position
absolutely clear," Begin said,
"There are great worries in my
country.''
Begin, in a response sent Friday
to
President
Reagan's letter
following Senate approval of the
$8.5-bjllion Saudi arms deal, said
he urged rejection of the Saudi

peace plan that meant "the opposite of peace,"
Begin was reacting to the State
Department's reversal last week of
its earlier dismissal of the Saudi
peace plan. A .spokesman said
Washington welcomed some
aspects of the plan but had
"problems" with others.
The Saudi plan calls for Israeli
withdrawal from all Arab land
captured in 1967 an<;! the creatio.n of
a Palestinian state with East
Jerusalem as its capital. Without
mentioning Jsr;'lel by name, it said
all countries in the Middle East
should be allowed to exist in
security.
"If the so-called Saudi
plan ... should ever be adopted by
anybody, it would be a great obstacle to the peace process and a
complete deviation from the Camp
David agreements," Begin said.
ln a Cairo speech Sunday,

I

I

Egypti<m President Hosni Mubarak
said the Saudi plan "did not bring
anything new but there are some
points which are encouraging and
other points ... which can be a
good matter for a new dialogue in
the future, not now."
In the interview, Begin called for
U.S. rejection of any arms requests
brought by Jordan's King Hussein
in his scheduled visit to Washington
this week.

[ BAR a PACKAGE ·I

"We don't want to ask for
anything," Begin said when asked
if ·Israel wanted increased U.S.
weapons supplies as compensation
for the Saudi deal.
But he noted Reagan had
promised
to "safeguard the
military and technological advantages of Israel" and said if the
supply of arms to hostile Arab
countries continues, "Of course,
we will need arms and weapons to
defend ourselves,"

B1ll WcchiCI

Crayons, Raggedy Anns and upside-down men were what the Education Department looked like
Friday. Here they are in route to a party for the children at the Manzanita Center.

-ExtremiSts------------BE A PART OF THE CRUCIAL SEARCH FOR
OIL AND GAS RESERVES.

continued from page 1

Seismograph is looking for Fiel<l Service Engineers and Seismic Analyst
Trainees. Requirements are a degree in the physical sciences- E.E., M.E,,
E.E.T., M.E.T., engineering science, mathematics, physics, geology, or
geologic engineering - and an indomitable spirit that welcomes
challenge.
Seismograph Service Corporation is an international geophysical
exploration company involved in wireline services for oil and gas wells and
the collection and formulation of raw seismic data.
Talk with us, Or write: Personnel Director, Box 1590, Tulsa,
Oklahoma 74102. Phone: 918-627-3330.
c@JS~ismograph s~rvic~ Corporation
I

'

THE SEISMOGRAPH
EXECUTIVE. /

\

be government employees,"
dam and recreate the river Hamilton says. "Groups like this
wilderness downstream (because) will be part of their political
it's one of the most. obvious targets, constituency. They should see how
has a large impact, and affects these pressure groups are like.''
more than one state:. It's one of the
"It will be interesting to see their
biggest environmental travesties .in
(the
students') reaction to these
the United States," Hamilton says.
guys,"
Hamilton said.
Hamilton says one reason he
invited the Earth First! show to
People impersonating President
U NM was because he occasionally Ronald Reagan and United States
brings in guest speakers "from Secretary of the Interior James
every range of development" for Watt were made honorary members
his classes, but he also wanted to at a July 4 "Sagebrush Patriot
show his students the "extreme Rally" in Moab, Utah.
preservationist" view as well.
"Watt is the focal point, the
"Most of my students are or will symbol of everything wrong with

the Reagan administration,''
Hamilton says. "He enjoys that
position ... and cultivates it. He
loves
to make outrageous
statements,"
Environmentalists were "part of
(former President Jimmy) Carter's
strategy," Hamilton says, "just as
the debts Ronald Reagan and Watt
have, are to businessmen!'
Despite Watt's policies, Earth
First! is also against the
"Sagebrush Rebellion" calling for
the states to have more control over
the federal lands within each state, '
Hamilton says.

Parade of Jazz Styles
every Mon. night
This is the only jazz spot in NM to feature

4 different groups preforming a
kaleidoscope of styles in one night.
with a group jam
at the end of the night.

7605 Central NE

265-6701
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We will be on campus for interviews
Nov. 10
Contact your placement office for an llPIPDtntrnet\tand educational requirements.
SEISMOGRAPH SERVICE CORPORATION IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

'

81.49

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S181With coupon

Open at

Reg. •2••

11:00 Daily

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lom•s at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW

Other Locations

10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

r
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con.tlnued from page 1
reccommendations," Hooker says.
"To be comprehensive, we must
take in all the needs of the
university, ... all the things that
bear upon the university."
The plan has sections on the
hist?rY. of UNM's development,
proJectiOns on enrollment and
employment, utilities and energy
conservation, historic preservation
life safety and building cod~
compliance, access for the handicapped, landscape development,
land acquisition and transportation
and parking.
Hooker says the present five-year
plan is based on the "General
Development Plan," otherwise
known as the "Warnecke Plan,"
developed by the S;m Francisco
architectural firm of John Carl
Warnecke and Associates and
released in August )960.
The present plan is just an update
of the Warnecke Plan supplemented with specific studies,
Hooker says.
The Warnecke plan included
planning principles that are still
used by the university today,
Hooker says. Those principles
include:
-"The Central Campus should be
primarily for academic
used
purposes," with traffic, "research
units, administrative offices,
service and storage facilities,
residence facilities, and nonuniversity activities ... moved to
peripheral locations,'' when
possible.
- "Related subject fields should
be grouped together ... in clusters
of buildings."
- "The North Campus should be
reserved for a (then) future medical
center, student residence facilities
and the Physical Plant Department
service facilities."
- "The South Campus should be
used for intercollegiate athletic
facilities, studen.t housing, and
possibly research units if the land is
not required fully for student
housing."

Forum

J

DOONESBURY

Commentary

N(Jf 7/I.LfT I'M S4YIN<3/T WA5
,4N ACT OF (j{)[) OR. SOMerH!N!
H&U, NO! I'M !<E5R?NSI!3/.!7
FOR WHAT I fJON/3. I'M TH/3
0/>113 WHOWT rotiJN MYSELF
AN!J MY F/1111/t.Y.

Urban Decay Hits Home
Miami Beach <eminds me of a 1950's advertisement
- lots of light blue plastic. There is something about
things produced in the '50s that makes them look old
before their time. There is a certain style about Miami
Beach that immediately tells you this city reached its
peak of growth 30 years ago.
The managing editor and I spent last week in Miami
Beach for a college editors' convention. We learned a
great deal about the mechanics and the aesthetics of a
student newspaper but we learned just as valuable
lessons from walking around the city. Both of us have
spent most of our lives in the small cities of New
Mexico so perhaps our perspective was a bit naive, At
the same time, perhaps being outsiders permitted us
to see very clearly the decay of a dying city.
Miami Beach is dying - from problems inherent to
its history and that have no simple answers.
At the heart of one of the major arteries of drug
traffic coming into the United States from South
America, Miami Beach has one of the highest crime
rates in the nation. Drug activity does not only attract
those directly interested in the market but the support
activities as well. Across the street from the hotel we
stayed at was a whorehouse more obvious than
anything I've ever seen on Central.
The reputation Itself has drawn
a less than pretty crowd,
including otgani~ed
crime.

The early growth may have meant prosperity for the
ocean resort but Miami Beach grew fast and ugly
without any look to the future. Now, when you walk
along the main street, building after building is being
torn down or renovated. The city was not built to last.
The scariest part of Miami's decay is the way it
starts to remind you of Albuquerque. As part of the
booming Sunbelt, Albuquerque is in a position e)(actly
oposite of Miami Beach and yet the subtleties start
drawing you closer to comparing the two cities rather
than contrasting them.
·
Albuquerque is at the center of the drug activity
coming up from Mexico and has an unusually high
crime rate and significant connections to the mob. It is
also the ty'lecca for the illegal aliens heading for farm
work in New Mexico, Colorado and Arizona.
While we were in Miami Beach, the top story in the
local papers was about a fight over the bodies of about
25 Haitians who drowned when they were thrown off
the frieghter smuggling them into the United States.
We were told it was common for Haitians and Cubans
to be abandoned in the middle of the Atlantic. The
incident was strikingly similar to what happened
to a group of Mexican immigrants left
in the middle of the desert when
their smugglers ran
into trouble.

by Garry Trydeau
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Letter

Austin Congratulated
Editor:
I would like to offer my congratulations to ASUNM President
Mike Austin for the appointment of Mark Duran to the UNM Lobby
Committee. His past experience with state government and his
familiarity with the present political scene in Santa Fe will be a
valuable asset to the UNM lobbying effort.

Editor's Note:

James Pacheco

The UNM Lobby Committee referred to in the preceding letter is
the ASUNM Lobby Committee, an executive agency of ASUNM.
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Letter Policy
While
Miami Beach's early
growth meant an up- surge of
prosperity for the city, it is experiencing an
influx of population today that does not mean any
type of economic improvement. Thousands of
Haitians and Cubans have flocked to the city as
economic and political refugees. A great many of the
workers in the hotel - maids, waiters, bellboys ~
speak no English at all. Coming from a bilingual state,
we should not have been impressed. We were.

Albuquerque is
growing fast and, some
say, ugly. Already, evidence
of misplanning (s cropping up. The
road construction that has become a constant an·
noyance is a result of the need for new water and
sewage piping because the original equfpment was
not built to last. In thirty years, when the migration to
the southwest is over, the city may easily find itself in
the same decaying state as Miami Beach. The
similarities are too profound to deny.

Readers interested in submitting letters to the editor
for publication may address them to Editor, New
Mexico Daily Lobo, UNM Box 20, Albuquerque,
87131. Letters must be typed and double spaced and
might be edited for length and libelous content. The
Lobo does not guarantee publication of any submissions.
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- "Buildings shouh.; cover no
more than an average of 20 percent
of the university's gross land area
"in order to insure adequate light,
air and spaciousness appropriate to
the campQs."
- "The averaged stQry height
above groQnd of all buildings on
the Central Campus should not
exceed 2.5 stories."
But the five-year plan is only "a

ice~ergs?

Who would miss a few
CONCEPT

W

general direction for the university
to follow. No plan can be looked
upon as cast in concrete," Hooker
says. "The good thing about the
Warnecke plan was that it gave
general guidelines,
"We stuck with the plan because
it was a good plan. It seemed to
work,'' Hooker says. "We made
modifications, sure, but we have
stuck to its principles."
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Don't try to save a buck. Wired for darkness

Watch For The

CtMPus

GuiDE

To CHARTERED STUoEI\IT 0R$ANIZATIONS

A Supplement To The
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Monday, November 9, 1981
Sponsored by the Student Activities Center.
a division of the Dean of S1udents Office

$4Q.Q

UNM BOOKSTORE

Monster
Sale
BOOKS·BY·THE·INCH
Used Paperbacks 89¢ an inch

RECORDS

-Eating

from $1.98
Jazz, Rock, Folk,
Classical

continuedfrompage 1
says, "People may even choose
food they can bite and crunch
aggressively." People who do this
may have been raised not to express
anger, he says.
Society also teaches women to
"turn their anger and frustration
against themselves more than men
do," Goodlive says. "Eating may
be a way on punishing themselves."
If treated, "I can't think of
anyone who has not overcome
binging patterns in about two
months," Goodlive says, although
the success rate with "extreme
obesity is much poorer."

Huge Selection
1/2 Price Books
new paperbacks all subjects

Con·ection
New Mexico Daily Lobo
In the article covering the
ASUNM Senate meeting in Friday's
Daily Lobo, Sen. Robert Lynch's
name was inadvertently excluded
from the list of senators seeking reelection.
The Lobo regrets this oversight.
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Vol. 86

No. 50
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\fedcn lhtih l.obn1~ pubh~hcJ ~f~nt.lay lhr(lUgh
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di,lsct.l and rlnills week~ and weekly during the Sl.ltilmer session
lly the Board ofStudtnt Publications or the! University or New
Me~i~.:O, ami ~~ ntH fmancially as~odated with UNM. Second
d!l':i5 po!tnge ]'il1id at Albuqu:erqUt!r Ne..v Mexico S7t:H.
SubsttiptiC!rl rate is·$10.00 for lhe atadetnicycar.
The opinion!i. c:wressed (In the editotia1 pages of the llttlly
t.oho are lho~e or lht authnr solely. Unsigned opinion is lhat
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dacs nat nccc~sanly represent the Views or the members of ttl~
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Where can l go if I want in. formation on car pooling? NMPIRG, Mesa Vista Hall 1057, x
2757; IARS/Ridepool, 243-7433.

.. Hcleh Gaus,~oin
. ........• Kdly Gibbs
. .... Judy Nakamma
. ......... , •. Greg Lay
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. ..........•.. "obcrt Sunchcz

Where can I go If I want information on my student rights?
Dean of Students Office, Mesa
Vista Hall1129, x 3361.
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..... , .••• Manuel Franco
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Candidates for Wednesday Election Introduced

-Candidates

~IDEO

Twenty-three candidates are
vying for 10 seats in the
ASUNM Senate elections to be
held Nov, 4. This is the first of o
two part series about the candidates, l'art two will appear in
Tuesday's issue of the DAilY
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Karen Gallegos

Sose Campos

The 21-year-old incumbent
senator is a senior majoring in
sociology and minoring in political
science.
"1 am seeking this position in an
cffort.to continue work on the New
Mexico Union Board as (ASUNM)
Senate representative to provide
continuity of student representatio~
which is essential a! this crucial
point in the improvement of the
SUB," Gallegos says.
Gallegos lists "improvement of
the SUB wi!h regard to student
services" as her top priority if reelected.
Gallegos says she feels she can
also serve students well remaining a
member of the ASUNM Lobby
Committee.
One of the main problems facing
undergraduate students, Gallegos
~ays,
is "receiving a narrow
education. Any improvement or
broadening of this experience
would be great. To facilitate this
could encourage participation and
improve communication.''

Campos, 20, is a sophomore
majoring
in
business
administration.
Campos says he is running for
the Senate because "l feel I have
toe experience and desire to be a
great asset to represent the students
before the Senate."
"[feel! can serve students better
than senators before because I plan
to be more involved in student
activitie~
and
organizations,"
Campos said.
Campos is running on the
Students for Students slate,
Among the projects Campos says
he will pursue as a senator is better
on·campus programming, more
student involvement in community
activities and better classroom
planning to alleviate such problems
as crowded classes and not being
able to obtain classroom equipment.
Bad student programming is the
major problem facing undergraduates, Campos says. He
says he also wants more and better
organized student activities and
better representation in the state
legislature.
Campos says he would like to see
more electric door openers, "at
least for the SUB," to provide
better accessibility for handicapped
students. "I know they are very
expensive to come out of the
ASUNM budget, but we could
introduce a proposal for the
university to fund the doors :•
Campos says he is a supporter of
returning students because having
them return "shows the importance
of education. Returning students
also bring maturity to the school
and also experience."
Student funding for KUNM
would receive Campos' support if
the station "had mote undergraduates working and also
being DJs who would announce
ASUNM activities," he says.
Campos says he does not believe
the ASUNM activity fee should be
optional "with students receiving
free admittance to athletic activites
and lower fixed prices for tickets to
concerts and for speakers. Also
students receive a lot from the
groups ASUNM does sponsor!'
Legislation that Campos says he
would introduce as a senator would
be bills to fund •:responsible and
well
organized
student
organizations" and "to look into
better arrangements on the over"
crowding at the dorms and for
renovation."
Campos' ASUNM experience
consists of being on the AStJNM
Lobby Committee and being a
Senate aide.

About handicapped students
Gallegos says, "The (university)
administration must be strongly
urged to comply with federal
regulations of access ability.
"I think that I would be able to
serve the nontraditional student
(such as older and returning
students) because not being a
member of such a group doesn't
preclude one from not understanding the concerns of such a
group," Gallegos says.
Gallegos opposses allocating
student funds for radio station
KUNM but "I would not be op·
posed to the possibility of underwriting a specific program that
would be in the students interest."
The in cum bent senator also says
the $14 ASUNM activity fee,
should not be optional because
"most students benefit by
programs that are funded by the
activity fee without realizing it. It
would severely restrict the
budgeting process."
She said the legislation she would
sponsor in the future "will be
dependent on the avenues the
Lobby Committee takes and
depending upon whether a 'funding
formula' is developed for the
ASUNM Finance Committee. I
intend to pursue it (obtaining a
funding forumla)."
Gallegos says her e:o~perience in
ASUNM consists of being on the
Finance and Steering committees.
"I know the ropes of ASUNM,"
she says.
She is running on the Students
for Students slate.

Candidates were asked to fill
out a questionnaire from which
the following information was
compiled,
Question asked included:
Should KUNM receive any
student funding; and Should the
ASUNM Student Activity Fee
(which is included in the undergraduate fees) be optional?
They were olso asked to state
how they felt they could serve
nontraditional students and all
other undergraduates. Also
asked for were their views on
problems facing the handicapped and the major problem
they feel undergraduates face.
Throughout the series can·
didates appear in their ballot
position order.
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Judy Nakamura

Judy Nalwmurd
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Danny Ortiz

LuAnne F. Arngon

William Goodman

The 19-year-old Ortiz is a
business major minoring in political
science.

The 19-year-old Aragon is a
junior majoring in political science
and minoring in speech communication.
"I am seeking the position of
senator because 1 am very interested
and excited about being a part of
student government or being right
in the process of student government," Aragon says.
She is running on the Students
for Students slate.
Aragon says senators can best
serve students if they "work
together in the Senate and get in
communication
with
students
because the Senate serves
students."
Such ethnic events as Black
History Week and Nizhoni Days
should be funded separately a& the
Fiesta is, Aragon says,
She also says she will get involved
with student organizations such as
the Returning Students and Student
Veterans associations and the Child
Care Co-op and "oversee their
needs,''
The major problem facing undergraduates is "to get students
involved with many things on
campus. Many students living off
campus go to class and then go
home and that's it," Aragon says.
"I see one of the major problems
being that handicapped students
cannot go through a door without
assistance in such places as Popejoy
Hall or even the SUB. I think 1
could sponsor a bill or resolution to
get automatic doors on some of
these places for the handicapped,"
Aragon said.
Asked about nontraditional
students, Aragon says she would
"help integrate them into the
student population by getting them
involved with various student
activities, such as homecoming,
fiesta, etc,''
Aragon said student funding for
KUNM "should be judged by its
merits."
Aragon says she does not support
the activity fee being optional
because it "is used for many things
and students probably don't realize
what it is used for."
Having no new material introduced by professors during
closed week, more campus security
at night and better classroom
facilities will be the subjects of
legislation Aragon would intrcduce
as a senator, she says.
Aragon says she has been involved with Indian Tribal
Government in Albuquerque and
has also been involved with the
Ethnic Coalition on campus, as well
as being secretary of the Kiva Club.

A 20-year-old senior, Goodman
is
majoring
in
chemical
engineering.
"I am a very angry young man,"
Goodman says. ''For the size of the
UNM government, it is doing its
best to reDeet the incompetency
that is found on the national level
of govenment. I am not one to
bicker, backstab, nor do I have any
personal goals."
"I will attend all the meetings
and have my homework done. l
want to be aware of all student
pleas," Goodman says.

''Students today are facing
serious problems, mainly financiaL
The ASUNM Senate has been
smeared with petty rivalries and
overall has not benefited the
students of UNM as best as they
could. Tile time is now for strong
and united leadership to help those
wbo need it the most," Ortiz says.
Ortiz said, "[hope to be active in
lobbying efforts to stop tuition
raises and budget cuts. An ASUNM
senator should be responsible,
hardworking, fair and keep an open
mind to the needs of all students."
Among the projects Ortiz says he
would pursue are ones involving the
ASUNM Lobby Committee, a new
appropriating system, more student
involvement in student government
and obtaining unified and strong
leadership.

"The major problem confronting
students is the high cost of attaining
an education," Ortiz says. "If we
can unite all students, not just at
UNM, but all over the state, in a
Jimmy Bottom
massive lobbying effort, we can
Bottom, 19, is a journalism force our representatives to take
notice and act accordingly."
major and political science minor.
Bottom says he supports more
"All buildings and walkways
funding for "academic bills, as well
should
be made to accomodate"
as night campus security and better
handicapped
students, Ortiz says.
programming for all students."
"And if there are not places that
Bottom says be can best serve accomodate them, there should be
students by "representing them in as soon as possible."
all actions that deal with financial
aid programs."
Ortiz says he would support
Students are faced with a lack of nontraditional student services such
library materials, Bottom says, and as RSA and would be available to
he will sUpport increases in library hear comments from nontraditional
funding and projects improving students.
campus security.
He is running on the Students for
"KUNM should receive funding
Students slate.
only if it is under the control of
Funding to increase accessibility students. Students should have
to bulidings for handicapped control over What their money is
students, the book co-op and the spent on," Ortiz says. "If the
Returning Students Association (university) administation wants to
Bottom's will also support, he says. control KUNM, they should fund
it.,
Bottom had no comment on
student funding for KONM but
The activity fee shOuld not be
stated that the activity fee snould
not be optional "because it's optional, Ortiz says, because "all
money that helps students students benefit in some way from
ASUNM
sponsored
an
programs and organizations."
organization if not directly, then
Sesides serving as a Senate aide, indirectly."
Bottom says he has or is involved in
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
Black Student Union, the Student
Ortiz says he is a dorm tesident
Veterans Association and the and a rnem her of the ATM Business
dormitories.
Association.

Become involved HAVE YOUR SAY

Goodman says he will work to
"increase campus safety, better
accessibility for the physically
handicapped, see that ASUNM's
money is spent first on academics
and second on activities and lobby
for increased city transportation to
and from the university at a lower
cost."
The major undergraduate
problem is passing the Communications Skills Test, Goodman.
says. "Setting up an ASONM
tutoring program in math and
English would benefit many
students at a nominal cost, The
frozen {KUNM) assets could be
used, in part, to establish the
program.,,
"Some buildings are damn near
inaccessible to someone in a
wheelchair," Goodman says. "It is
in the state law that all public
buildings must be accessible to the
physically handicapped. An effective lobby could be held on the
state level to have the ncessary
improvements made and paid for
by the state."
As for nontraditional students,
Goodman says, "The best I can do
is vote 'yes' on any bill that would
be benet1cial to this group and
listen to their pleas."
Goodman says KUNM should
not receive student funding because
"students already pay a substantial
activity
fee ... (and)
KUNM
seems unable to find itself suitable
management, tt
The activity should not be op·
tiona! because it "provides services
which students can and should use
to their benefit," Goodman says.
"If the choice was optional, most
students would not pay the fee;
however, some students would still
try to ~xploitthe activities."
Legislation Goodman would
introduce if elected, he says, would
be a bill to start an ASUNM funded
.tutorial service and a resolution
calling for lower parking fees.
Goodman says his qualifications
for being. a senator include being
vice president of the Alvarado Hall
dormitory and being a "glutton for
punishment."

Joseph Medina

A
24-year-old
junior,
The 23-year-old senior is
Uhlmansiek is majoring in public majoring in vocational home
policy.
economtcs education and institutional
food management while
Uhlmansiek says he believes he
minoring
in sociology, child
can serve in the Senate without
development
and political science.
having a bias because "there is no
"I am seeking the position (of
senator) to help make some changes
in the bureaucratic system. Some,
not all, of the problems students go
through now in Senate and. with the
administration are lengthy, and as I
see, unnecessary,'' Medin.a says.
"I also plan to enact a program
to bring the students together by
networking. It would be a plus if we
could all satisfy our interests
without stepping on each other's
toes, as it concerns duplication and
opposite interests," Medina says."

Medina says he will pursue
"organization, with records, for
evaluation and change, if
necessary, and make guidelines
smoother, not less specific, than
those we have now."
Financial aid, tuition, parking
services, and the price of services in
the SUB are among the subjects
Medina says he is concerned with.
The major problems undergraduates face, Medina says,
include "sustaining an income to
provide adequate living and study
conditions ... (and} keeping up to
date on our government resources,
our school resources and on the
resources which provide services to
students."
"I would like to see more services
which provide aild encourage their
(handicapped students') participation in physical activities,''
Medina says."
Medina says he would try to help
nontraditional
students
by
"providing services which make-the
change or transition from nonstudent to continuing or returning
student a less critical period of
adjustment."
KUNM should not receive
student funds "if their funding
comes directly from the administration. If they need additional funding, perhaps a look at
the public advertising media would
be a solution," Medina says.
Medina says the activity fee
"would probably be included
somewhere else if not as an •activity
fee,' just as we all pay taxes for
goods and services, we pay the
activity fee."
Medina says ne would support
legislation to make "student
government more accessible.''
1n 1980 and 1981, Medina was a
member of the Homecoming
Committee and was the committee's finance chairman in 1981.
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Mike Uhlmansiek

animosity between me and any
student or senator, as far as I know.
I would also like to bring respect to
the ASUNM government."
Uhlmansiek says his number one
concern is reforming ASUNM
financial procedures, Other concerns were "more on-campus
programming and campus activities," he says.
"In the coming year or so,
finances will be our biggest
problem," Uhlmansiek says. "I
feel a more unified, cohesive
ASUNM government can best serve
toe students on this problem."
There have been improvements in
services for handicapped students,
"however, more can be done.
Specifically, I feel there is a need to
have automatic doors in the SUB as
a start," Uhlmansiek says. "I feel
there arc other problems. However,
1 would need to discuss these with
the handicapped students themselves to air them out and find out
what they really do need.''
Uhlmansiek says he is a returning
student "although I am not an
official member of RSA (Returning
Students Association). I am extremely sensitive to the needs of all
students including RSA."
KUNM should receive student
funding,
Uhlmansiek
says,
"because it is a forum for the
students. However, there is a need
to look at this organization as well
as all others and the financial
procedures of ASUNM in deciding
this question."
The activity fee should not be
optional, Uhlmansiek says, because
the fee "is an income generating
mechanism which is used for the
enrichment of student activities and
academic standards."
Uhlmansiek says legislation he
would introduce as a senator would
''deal with those problems confronted
by
students
and
organizations which confront me
'with them. Specifically, l hope I
can steer the Senate in general
directions for a coherent, successful, long range plan beneficial
to ASUNM on these issues."
Uhlmansiek states his experience
as being a member of the Students
Standards and Grievances Com·
mittee, being a senate aide, participating in successful county and
state political campaigns and at·
tending Senate meetings.
Uhlmansiek is running on the
Students for Students slate.
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JOIN THE
ARMY RESERVE
FOR THE COLLEGE
BENEFITS.

-Candidates---------------

Tho Army Reserve will pay
you up ro$!1,000during four years
of college. Army Reserve duty
won't interrupt your studies,
because you serve just one weekend each month and two weeks

a year, and you can mkc all of your
rrnining during two summers, To

find nut which skill rrainin~courses
arc available, call your Army
Reserve representative, in the
Ydlow Pa~cs under "Recruiting;'

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-423-3673

"

Robert Lynch

ARMY RESERVE.

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

Lynch, 22, is majoring in
management.
Lynch says he is running for reelection "to complete the projects
and endeavors which I began with
my last terrn as senator, such as
completion of the ASUNM
computerized information system
and completion of my design of an
ASUNM
strategic planning
model."
Projects Lynch says he would
work on if re-elected include

"completion of the ASUNM
student communication systems I
have started, increasing student
awar.eness and involvment of
ASUNM through the system, redesigning the budgetary process to
become more effective and
egalitarian (and) strengthening
student input into tne administrative decision making
process.''
"Undergraduates face increased
competition for faculty attention, a
declining amount of financial
assistance, overall increases in the
cost of education .•. (and)
deteriorating facilities for academic
instruction," Lynch says.
"Many buildings and structures
are not adequately de~igned to
accommodate the handicapped,"
Lynch says. "I would put pressure
on the (university) administration
and the State Legislature to rectify
the deficiencies."
Nontraditional students can be
served "through organization,
education and development of
applicable services, e.g, child care
and leisure and entertainment
facilities," Lynch says.
KUNM "should receive (student)
funding either through appropriation or referenda. The exact
amount to be fully analyzed and
negotiated," Lynch says.
Lynch says he believes the

ASUI\IM activity fee should not be
optional.
He says he has supported
resolutions supporting financi;ll aid
assista'nce, access to the han. dicapped, retainment of ~~/"M
control by students and acqulSlhons
for the library, He says he also
supported a bill creating the
Student Communications Committee, which publishes the

ASUNMC(mtact,
In t~e fut1.1re, Lynch says, he will
support legislation "increasing
student participation in the lJNM
administrative decision making
process, e.g,, getting a voting
student member on the Board of
Regents."
Lynch says his e)lperience has
included being the Senate's.
president
pro
tempore,
"representation on at least 10
ASUNM committees (and) author
and sponsor of critical legislation."

RTIZ

have a significant number of these
students and their needs are special,
but I don't know what these are
other than the physical barriers
which I think are well taken care of.
As a senator, I would meet with
these groups and discuss their
special needs.''
"In specific, I don't have any
proposals" to help non-traditional
students, Cuderman says. "But I
feel that they are a very important
group which represents all ethnic,
social and economic backgrounds
and I realize they do have special
concerns which need to be addressed."
"If the administration had total
responsibility for funding KUNM,
this would benefit KUNM more
than a split in funding," Cuderman
says. "The administration has far
greater resources and final say over
policy anyway, so by giving over
the funding responsibility they
would be more responsive to
KUNM's needs instead of sending
them to ASUNM for monies.''
The activity fee should not be
optional, Cuderman says, because
"there arc many programs that
many if not all students benefit
from without necessarily knowing
it," such as the Duplicating Center,
the Book Co-op and the Lobby
Committee's efforts.
Cuderman 's experience includes
serving as a Senate aide, as
president of the Presidential
Scholar's Club, and as a member of
SPURS, Phi Eta Sigma and the
Society of Women Engineers.
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Jonson Gallery Features Exhibition
Of Raymond Jonson's Stage Works
An exhibition of "Raymond
Jonson's Designs for the Stage and
Other Selected Works From the
Collection!' will go on view Nov. 8,
at Jonson Gallery on the University
of New Mexico campus.
The "Designs for the Stage" are
from works executed by Janson
from 1913 to 1920, the years when
he served as art director for the
Chicago Little Theater.
During his association with the
Chicago Little Theater, the first
experimental theater in the United
States, Jonson designed sets,
costumes and programs for
numerous productions including
Grotesques by Cloyd Head in 1915,
Mrs. Warren's Profession by
George Bernard Shaw in 1916 and
Diedre of the Sorrows by J.M.
Synge in 1917.
Examples of his designs for these
productions are included in the
exhibition.
In his book, The Art of
Raymond Jonson, Ed Garman
discusses the Chicago Little Theater
and its effect on Jonson's art. "It
was an association which greatly
shortened the time of his technical
development through the extraordinary demands on his skills
and inventiveness. Consequently it
is not surprising that there was a
quick upward surge in the
development of his craft and his
maturing as an artist," h.e said.

Jonson's stage designs "ar~
simple and direct expressions of
form and color that mark the
beginning of his abstraction in
art," said Mary Lou Rioux, a staff
assistant at the gallery.
"During the mid-twenties he
began the transition in his art to
what he referred to as 'complete
abstraction.' His interest in portraiture began to change radically,
the figure was becoming a contributory shape divested of individual personality,
"By the 30s Janson was painting
the human figure as an abstraction
rhythm of composition and design.
His aim was to define the rhythm
and design of all existing forms by
reducing their natural element to
the constant element of form and
natural color to primary color,"
she said,
Other works which will be on
view are paintings in watercolor, oil
and casein tempera which Jonson
.completed between 1938 and 1949.
Three of his trilogies
"Esoteric,''
in
1940;
"Dissonance," in 1943; and
"Continuous Movement," in 1945
-are included in this selection.
In 1938, Jonson began painting
with the airbrush. In his book,
Garman gives an account of how
Jonson's work was affected by this
change: "Carrying on the natural
progressions of abstraction, he

could develop works that were truly
non.objective. In looking at the~e
paintings one sees the use of color,
bright, mellow and clear even in the
darkest range and multiplicity of
shapes; and the astonishing
transparencie~. ''
The exhibition will continue
through Jan. 10.
The gallery, located at 1909 Las
Lomas NE, is open from I to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
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UNM .Amaieur Radio Chtl::-- Meeting tonight al7
!n room 145 of ihe Ferris Engineering Building. All
inter-~:Med persons are invited to attend,
Unl"endty Radi!J Commllire will me~t TUesday,
No'o'. :3, .at S p.m. in the philosophy department
lounge.
Anorul• nervo&a and Bulimia self·hclp group
meets Tuesdays from 7 to. 9 p.m. at the Women•s
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Kathy Cuderman
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A 19-ycar-old sophomore,
Cuderman is majoring in electrical
engineering.
Cuderman says she is running for
the Senate because, "I have seen
the Senate's actions for the past
semester and feel that their actions
are self-defeating. The majority of
their actions have been internal
businesses which are not beneficial
to the students."
The only project Cuderman says
she has in mind now is "an altering
of some of the funding procedures''
which would involve setting aside
$2000 to be used only for
organizations asking for $100 or
less.
''Many
undergraduates,
especially freshmen, feel that they
are lost among all the other
students and that they have no
place where they really belong,"
Cuderman says. But setting aside
the $2000 for small organizations
will help them to "reach these
students and give them a place
where they can meet other students
with the same needs," she says.
Cuderman says about handicapped students, "I know we
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(5) Mitchell Hall
(6) Farris Engineering-lower lever
(7) South Plaza by water fountain
(8) Johnson Gymnasium
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Keith Burris
Burris is a 22-year-old junior
majoring in economics.
"I am seeking the position of
ASUNM senator because I feel that
I can benefit both UNM students
and myself in this capacity," Burtis
says.
He says, "I cannot promise them
the world or even a small part of it.
I can pledge to act conscientiously
on their behalf."
Among the projects Burris says
he will support is reduction of the
ASUNM fee, because "if we are
serious about keeping educational

A two-hour forum on contemporary social problems Chicanos and other
Hispanics face, through a legal perspective, is scheduled for Nov. 5 at the
UNM Law School, Ill7 Stanford N.E., room 2401.
The forum will run from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. with the first hour devoted to
20-rninute presentations by three leading Chicano attorneys, The second
hour will be a question and answer session.

also wants to retarget student funds "toWards
easing the burdens on students
which will be imposed when their

financial starting
aid is cut.''
He also advocates
a campus-wide
tutoring service.
"The major problem undergraduates face is paying for their
schooling," Burris says, "This can
be relieved with creative assistance
from ASUNM. A related problem
ls staying in school which ASUNM
can help by estabishing a tutoring

cessibility

t~~tin~~BJ~~c~;:i

M

Campus Briefs

costs down, we must apply
discipline in the one area ASUNM
has direct control over, the
ASUNM fee.''
But Burris says the ASUNM
activity
should notwho
be optional
because fee"students
benefit

""""' service.'~
il
''I feel that the responsibility fat
if structural changes on the UNM
i1 campus (to p·· rovide better ac"
. il

'~**********************************************************************!

i

Judy Nakamu1il

will have no voice in the running of
KUNM," Burris says.
Burris says that as a senator, he
would introduce legislation to start
a campus-wide tutoring service and
end giving a fixed amount of
student funds to the Dailv Lobo.
Burris says he has n~ ASUNM
experience but has twice served as a
delegate to New Mexico State
Democratic Party conventions and
has worked in political campaigns.
"ihis experience means I'm not
totally naive," he says.

~ be:u~~lsb:::;e~~·
:

u. N.M·.. St' udent Government
(1) Student Union
(2) Residence Hall (La Posada).
(3). U.N.M. shuttle bus stop
(4) North Campus Mall

continued from page 8
students) lie with the administration
and ultimately, the state. As an
ASUNM senator, I would be
willing to lobby for structural
improvements as they are pointed
out to me," Burris says.
As for helping nontraditional
students, Burris says that "by
listening to their problems and
suggestions, I could become sensitive to their needs."
KUNM should not receive
student funds "if the student body

il · from ASUNM activities should
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FOREIGN CARS
CUSTOM DUALS
HEAVY DUTY SHOCKS
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING

4600 Central Ave. S. E.
(7 Blocks West of San Mateo Blvd.) .... 266-7 824
INDIVIDUALLY OWNED & OPERATED

== OPEN DAILY

IN AND OUT IN 30

IN MOST
I

SAT.

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR BORGER BASKET
f you're thinking about a thick, juicy
hamburger made with a quarter pound of
pure 100% beef, gamlshed With plenty of
lettuce, tomato, red onion, pickle and special
dressing. topped with a sesame seed bun and
del~ered In a bed of hot crispy french fries you're thlr1klhg about our own Burger Basket,
made for you dally at the Sidewalk Cafe
in the New Mexico Union. We're
proud of our Burger
Basket. We use the best
Ingredients we can find
and put them together
fresh for you - at a very
tasty prtce: $1.59

I

NEW! DAILY BORGER
BASKET SPECIALS

N

ow we're offerlng a
different Burger Special
each day. We'll start with
the same quarter pound of lean

GOOD!

100% beef, of course. Then, we'll add the
Special of the Day, seNe It up on a Salt Water
french Hard Roll, gamlsh With lots of fresh
lettuce, tomato and sweet red oniOns and
nestle It In with hot french Fr1es and cnspy
sklncredibles (fr1ed potato skins). All for the
special low pr1ce of $1. 79! Here's the menu
of Daily Specials:
MONDAY

Burger with hot Green Chill
WEDNESDAY
Monterey Cheese Burger
with Sauteed Onions
THUR.<;DAY
Cheese Burger With
Chili Con Came
FRIDAY
Pizza Burger
the Dally Burger
Basket Specials at
the Sidewalk Cafe.
You'll find taste-temp~ng
variations you can enjoy every
day - at an unbeatably low pnceand It's all here at the New Mexico
Union, The best Food, the best
selection, the best prtces.
,. . . N

New Mexico Union FOod service

'
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THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

Dr. Frank Szasz
Assoc. Prof. History

''Knowledge vs. Wisdom:
The Perennial Paradox"
Monday, November 2
12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (Northl
The LAST LECTURES are a series of which prominent University faculity and staff will be talking as if they were giving the
Last Lecture of their life. Bring your lunch!
sponsored by
ASUNM Free Uay·'f Unt• ACIIVI(IO~

Possible Limits in NCAA Tourney
May Keep Lobos From Post-Season
Eric Maddy
It's not whether you win or lose,
but how the National Collegiate
Athletic Association plays the
game.
The UNM volleyball team split
two home matches this weekend,
beating Utah 15-12, 15-7, 15-7 and
losing to fourth-ranked Brigham

Young 7-15, 15-13, 8-15, 15-10, 1416.
But Lobo coach Mike Hebert
says the results may or may not
mean anything pending a decision
by the NCAA that may limit the
post season tournament to 16
teams, instead of 24 squads as in
the past.
1f the NCAA should change the
format, Herbert said UNM would
probably not make the tournament.
"Three conferences are guaranteed
berths in the tournament, and the
leaders in those conferences aren't

ranked in the top 20," Hebert said.
"That means ifit goes (o 16 teams,
we need to shoot for the top 13.
"Even if we had defeated BYU, I
don't know if we would have
moved up enough to make it,"
Hebert said. "We would have been
on the bubble either way."
Volleyball and many women's
athletic programs are under NCAA
jurisdiction for the first time this
year after the NCAA voted this
spring to sponsor women's competitions.
continued on p~ge 11

Cougars Gain Revenge
With Win Over Lobos
If the UNM football team could
nave figured out a way to skip the
second quarter Saturday afternoon,
Joe Morrison m.3Y have coached his
second upset orBrigham Young in
as many tries.
But the Lobes had to play the
second 15 minutes, in which the
Cougars scored 21 points courtesy
of UNM mistakes on their way to a
31-7 WAC victory.
The Lobos, now 3-6 on the year,
jumped to a 7-0 lead in the first
quarter when BYU quarterback Jim
McMahon was sacked for the only
time of the day and fumbled at the
Cougar 32. Five plays later David
Osborn hit Mike Carter with a 6yard lateral pass that Carter tool< in
for a touchdown.
When Pete Parks added the
conversion with 8: 11left in opening
period, the crowd of 36,343 fans
began to wonder if UNM could
repeat last year's 25-21 win that
spoiled BYU's perfect record.
The Lobos had a chance extend
their lead on their next possession,
but an &pparent catch in the end
zone by Mark Biren was ruled
incomplete. "I'm not saying we
would have won the game,"
assistant coach Tom Kurucz said
when reviewing the films. "But if
we had gone up 14-0, it might have
been a different ball game."
But the Cougars, now 7-2, scored
17 points in just over two minutes
to take the lead. After a 37-yard
field goal near the end of the first
quarter, BYU forced an Osborn
fumble at the Lobo 26. McMahon
hit Scott Collie on the next play for

a lead BYU would never relinquish.
Osborn fumbled again after
being hit on the second play
following the kickoff, and the
Cougars recovered. It tool< BYU
three plays to score on
13-yard
pass to tight end Gordon Hudson to
open up a 17-7 lead.
The touchdown pass was the 71st
of McMahon's career, extending
his own NCAA record. McMahon
had broken the previous record
held by Steve Ramsey of Nortl;
Texas State, with his first TD pass
against the Lobos.
BYU scored once more before
th_e h~lf after a long punt return by
V1a S1kahema. Wayman Hamilton
ran in from the two for a 24-7 lead
to complete the BYU second
quarter barrage.
The Cougars added an insurance
touchdown in the third quarter on
33-yard pass from McMahon to
Dan Plater. In all, McMahon was
23 of 37 for 282 yards and three
touchdowns, leaving the Heisman
Trophy candidate only 53 yards UNM fullback Montez Love 120) takes a David Osborn handoffagainst BYU Saturday. Love
short of the NCAA career passing 25 yards later in the game, the longest play ftom scrimm~ge on the day.
marl<.
The Lobos come next week to
play league-leading Utah at 7 p.m.
at University Stadium.

a

College Football Results
New Mexico (3-6) lost to Brigham Young (7·2), 31·7
San Diego State(4·3) lost to Utah (7·l), 11-14

Co1ora.doState(0·8) lost to Wyoming(6·2), 55-21
NMState(3·5} defeated Western Illinois (4·S), ll-24

Hawaii (6·0) dereated Nevada-Las Vegas-(4-4). 57-2:1

Texos-Et Paso (1·1) lost toAri:t:ona (S·3), 48·15
Air fort:e(J·S) defeatcdArmy(l·.S),7-3

Texas Tech 0·7) lost to Texas (6·1), 26'9
Houston(S-3) defeated Texas Christian, 20-16

for

-NCAA------------------

continued from page 10
WEEKEND FOOTBALL RESULTS
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Hebert said UNM would stand a
good chance to make the NCAA's
if the tournament continues to have
24 teams "unless we have a real
cluster of losses here at the end of
the season." UNM might even host
a first-round NCAA game, Herbert

said, if the Lobos play a team with
a lower ranking,
Hebert said his team "played real
well" against BYU, except "for a
couple of mistakes at the end. We
could just have easily won." UNM
had a 13-10 lead in the deciding'
game before losing 16-14.

Hebert said he has "no idea"
how the committee that determines
the NCAA volleyball rankings
would view the BYU loss, but
hoped the Lobos would move up.
"After all, we played the number
four team in the nation virtually
even,'' he said.

ASUNM Senate Students for Students (S.F .S.)
Workingforyou ...
#l

Karen Gallegos

See us on campus.

Digital rcprescntati~·es from
Colorado Springs Manufacturing & Design Groups
as well as representatives from thl' Phoenix &
Albuquerque Manufacturing facilities
will be on campus October 30th
to meet Electrical & Mechanical Engineering Majors &
Business Majors.
for additional information, contact your Placement Office.

Joe C.llldtllttu

Terri Nielson puts aw~y a point ~gainst fourth-ranked Brigham
Young. Despite Nielson's effort, UNM lost the m~tch in five
games.

ENGINEERING GRADUATES
For employment in Southern California
THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD has civilian employment opportunities for:
• Mechanical Engineers
• Naval Architects
• Industrial Engineers
• Civil Engineers
• Electrical/Electronic Engineers
THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
is looking for ~raduating engineers who:
• Can accept responsibility for multi-million
dollar projects.
• Are creative in engineering analysis \O
improve cost efficiency.
• Can adapt to multi-engineering problems
with state of the art reqUirements.
• Are self-motivating.

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
civilian employment offers:
• Challenging career opportunities.
• Constantly changing job assignments.
• World travel.
• Liberal vacation time.
• High-paying retirement.
• Merit promotion opportunities.

Sign up now at your placement office. We will be interviewing:

November 16

Candice Nutwell
For further
information
write or call:

Professional Employment Coordinator

LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
Long Beach, CA 90822 .
Code 170.1
Call collect (213) 547-8275 or 547-8276

U S C1t1zensh1p Required
An Equal Opportunity E:mployer M1F

Lobo Golfers
Win Florida
Tournaments
The UNM women's golf
team, coming off of a fifth place
place finish in their most recent
outing, won the Lady Gator
Tournament
in
Gainsville,
Florida this weekend.
Details of the final round were
unavailable at press time, but
the Lobos were !l-over par for
the first two rounds. The squad
fired an even par 288 in the first
round to set a tournament
record that was also the low
score of the year by UNM.
The Lobos led defending
national champion Florida State
by four shots going into the final
tound, after holding a ninestroke advantage over the
Seminoles after 18 holes.
Dana Howe had the low score
for UNM with rounds of 70 and
72 for two rounds, while Kris
Monaghan was one shot behind
after rounds of 72-71.

Incumbent Senator. seeking re·
election. Finance Committee
Member, New Mexico Union
Board Member · Member of
Delta. Delta Delta

Jose Campos
ATM Business Association.
Lobby Committee Member.
Soph. Member. Majoring
Business Administration, Santa
Rosa. New Mexico

Camille Romero

Danny Morse

#3

. Jimmy Bottom
Dorm Student, Member of
Alpha Tau Omega ~nd Blacll
Student Union. Soph ..
Albuquerque High School

#5

LuAnne Aragon

Secretary of Kiva Club. Member
of Ethnic Coalition. Junior.
ASUNM Se•~ate Assistant

Mike Uhlmansiek

#7

Soph. - Valley High
-Albuquerque. Assistant to the
ASUNM Vice-President.
Business Administration Major

-more on campus
programming
-advocate enforcement of
no new materials during
closed week
-improvement of
classroom facilities
•overcrowding of classrooms
•working clocks
•pencil sharpeners

-. reform of ASUNM
financial procedures

ASUNM Senate Assistant.
Junior. Cibola High·
Albuquerque - Member of
Student Standards ond
Grievances

#12

.,

#J7

President of Pi Kappa Alpha,
Assistant to the ASUNM
President. Junior

Shirley Lopez

#16

ASUNM Senate Assistant.
Soph .• Major: Engineering.
West Mesa High • Albuquerque

Jesus Salazar

#22

Lobby Committee Mernber,
ASUNM Senate Assistant,
So ph .. Major; Business
Administration. Grants. N.M.

Chri!O Moya

#23

ATM 13us!ness Association
Member. Assistant to the Lobby
Committee, Aided the pelition
drive against Financial Aid cuts.
'Junior. Albuquerque High

... by working together
Paid for by S.F .S.

